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WHAT IS TRANSIMS?

TRANSIMS is a new system of travel forecasting models being developed by the Los Alamos National Laboratory for the Travel Model Improvement Program. The TRANSIMS models are a wholly new approach to travel forecasting, specifically designed to meet the needs of today's transportation decision makers for more accurate information on traffic congestion, differential impacts of transportation and motor vehicle emissions. TRANSIMS is composed of four basic modules.

Activity-Based Travel Demand estimates the number, characteristics and locations of activities in which individuals will participate during the forecast period. Activities are work, shopping, recreation, etc. These activity estimates are based on characteristics of individuals, their households and vehicles determined by a synthetic population generator.

Intermodal Trip Planning computes combined route and mode trip plans to accomplish individuals' desired activities. Intermediate activities such as shopping may occur during the routing of a principal trip such as work. TRANSIMS maintains the identities and characteristics of individual drivers, vehicles and other travelers throughout their trips. Trips are identified by specific geographic points of origin and destination.

Traffic Microsimulation computes the movement of persons, goods and vehicles on the simulated transportation network second by second during the forecast period. The microsimulation continuously computes the operating status of all vehicles and engines throughout the trips, including locations, speeds, acceleration or deceleration. Every motor vehicle in the study area is monitored in this way, thereby indicating areas and times of traffic congestion and emission concentrations.

Air Quality Analyses identify the kinds of emissions and calculate the effects of emissions on the atmosphere in the study area. The air quality module estimates the nature, amount and conditions of emissions by each motor vehicle. The output of the emissions modules are consistent with airshed models.

TRANSIMS is a considerable departure from traditional, four-step travel forecasting procedures. The new technical approaches in TRANSIMS permit equity analyses of transportation alternatives, service reliability and forecast uncertainty. Moreover, all of the traditional analyses conducted by the best current four-step models can be conducted with TRANSIMS.
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Abstract

A set of very simple driving rules for single lane roadway traffic gives surprisingly realistic results. This observation can be backed up by theory, showing relations both to fluid-dynamical models for traffic, and to control system approaches to driving. Extensions to multi-lane traffic are straightforward and work well. Because of its simplicity, it is easy to implement the model on supercomputers (vectorizing and parallel), where we have achieved real time limits of more than 4 million kilometers (or more than 53 million vehicle sec/sec). The model can be used for applications where both high simulation speed and individual vehicle resolution are needed. We describe results of freeway network simulations of the German land Northrhine-Westfalia, where drivers have individual route plans which they adapt according to the delays they experience. Finally, we discuss the TRANSIMS microsimulation design, where such a simple high-speed microsimulation will be used as one microsimulation option.

I. INTRODUCTION

In many countries, the transportation planning process is currently turning from unlimited expansion to a fine-tuning of the existing system. This demands the development of better tools. Due to the complexity of the problem, many of these tools will be computer simulation tools, a development which is reinforced by the explosion of computational power over the last years.

In the transportation simulation field, some agreement has been reached that microsimulation, i.e. a computational resolution down to the level of individual travelers, may be the only answer to a wide variety of problems. An important part of these microsimula-
tions will be the vehicle traffic part. For at least three reasons, this microsimulation should be extremely fast:

(1) RELAXATION PROBLEMS: For example, traffic jams, which can only be produced on the microsimulation level, affect people's modal and route choices. The simulation may have to loop several times back and forth between a route planning and a driving microsimulation part, thus producing a need to execute the microsimulation several times instead of only once until a result is achieved.

(2) REAL TIME APPLICATIONS: Online simulation applications such as state extrapolation for traffic control demand that the model runs much faster than real time.

(3) MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS: The apparent global stochasticity of traffic is captured in most modern simulation approaches. New methods of analysis are necessary in these noisy high dimensional systems. For example, a simple method involving averaging state values over several simulation runs may be necessary to produce relevant information from the data.

The method to achieve this goal of extremely fast simulations is to construct minimal models of the activity under scrutiny. The definition of "minimal" depends on the question, and can usually only be answered by a thorough theoretical understanding of the system.

One possibility for traffic microsimulations are cellular automaton models. Here, the road is discretized into boxes which are either empty or fit exactly one vehicle. Dynamics and movement are executed on this grid (see Sec. II). Despite their simplicity, these models make astonishingly realistic global traffic patterns (Sec. III). The efficacy of the granular methods can be backed up by theory (Secs. V and VI).

Granular models run extremely fast, especially on modern parallel supercomputer architectures. A simple single lane cellular automaton has been implemented on 6 different supercomputers, including a CM-5, using 3 different algorithms. The experiences of these implementations will be described in detail (Sec. IV).

Using extensions of this model (multi lane traffic (Sec. VII), freeway networks containing ramps and junctions and drivers with plans (Sec. VIII)) have been implemented as well; the computing speed drops less than a factor of two. Results will be given.

Finally, the current status of the design of the parallel TRANSIMS microsimulation will be described (Sec. IX).

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The principal idea of our approach is to produce the behavior of vehicles by a set of rules which are as simple as possible. This obviously implies a tradeoff between realism and simulation speed. In the following, we describe a set of rules for a simple single-lane traffic flow model [16]; multi-lane modeling will be sketched out in a later section of this paper.
The model is defined on a one-dimensional array, cutting the street into "boxes" or "cells" of length $e \approx 7.5\text{ m} (\approx 23\text{ feet})$. This is an average length modeling the approximate distance one vehicle occupies in a congested condition. Each box is either empty, or occupied by one vehicle. Since positions are limited to integer array positions (the integer index of the occupied box), velocities can also only be integers, with possible values between 0 and some $v_{\text{max}}$. For instance, when a vehicle has the velocity 3, it will jump 3 boxes forwards in a time step.

We use $v_{\text{max}} = 5$. This speed, in cells per update, corresponds to an actual velocity of 112 km/h (see below). In fact, the phenomenology of the model (i.e. the formation of start-stop-waves) is independent of the choice of $v_{\text{max}}$, but the form of the resulting fundamental diagram (throughput vs. density, see below) becomes unrealistic for values much larger or smaller than 5 [16].

During an update of the simulation, before a car is moved along the lattice, its new velocity is adapted according to its specific situation:

- **slowing down**: If the next car ahead is too close ($gap < v$, where $gap$ is the number of empty boxes between a car and the next one ahead), then the velocity is reduced: $v := gap$.  

- **acceleration**: If, however, the gap is large enough ($gap \geq v + 1$) and if the velocity is smaller than the maximum velocity ($v < v_{\text{max}}$), then the velocity is increased by one: $v := v + 1$.

These rules use as input only "old" information which is not changed or generated during the update. Therefore, this deterministic part of the velocity update may be performed "in parallel", i.e., simultaneously on all vehicles.

In order to take into account the natural fluctuations of driving behavior, we add a

- **randomization**: When velocity is 1 or larger ($v \geq 1$), then with probability $p = 0.5$ the velocity of each vehicle may in addition to the above rules be reduced by one: $v := v - \gamma(p)$, where $\gamma(p)$ is one with probability $p$ and zero else.

The randomization introduces speed fluctuations for free driving, over-reactions at slowing down, and retardations during acceleration. These random fluctuations can be viewed as elaborating driver control logic in surprising and non-trivial ways ([3] and see below).

For the whole velocity update of one vehicle we use only position information of the predecessor—this is in contrast to what some car following theories suggest [6]. Nevertheless, this leads to realistic results (see later).

As already mentioned above, after the velocity update each vehicle is advanced $v$ boxes to the right ("propagation step"). Since this step, as well as the randomization, can again

---

1Note that, for integer variables, $gap < v$ and $gap \leq v - 1$ are equivalent.
be performed in parallel, the whole update consists of parallel rules. This fact enormously simplifies efficient programming on supercomputers.

When taking randomization into account, the average free speed of a vehicle in our model is $4.5 \times 7.5 \text{ m}/\Delta t$, where $\Delta t$ is the model time step. This should be equal to, as we stated above, about $112 \text{ km/h}$ (70 mph), which results in $\Delta t \approx 1 \text{ sec}$.

III. PHENOMENOLOGY OF THE MODEL

Fig. 1 shows a typical evolution of the system from random initial conditions. The horizontal direction is the space direction; time is pointing downwards. Each black pixel corresponds to the position at a point in space and time of a vehicle moving from left to right; each horizontal line therefore shows the configuration of the simulated road segment at a different time step. In fact, the plot is similar to the well-known space-time-diagrams from aerial photography [33], except that time and space axes are exchanged, and that one has to connect all pixels which represent one car in order to get its trajectory.

One observes in the figure that the details of the random initial conditions quickly become irrelevant and that the system's appearance is dominated by traffic jams of high vehicle density (black), separated by zones of free traffic. Jams form and dissolve at arbitrary times and positions, as can be seen at some of the smaller jams.

As a next step of our investigation, we measured the relation between throughput and density for our model. Averages over $T = 200$ time steps, measured locally at one site, result in the scatter-plot of Fig. 2.

Our simple model reproduces the linear relation between flow and density for low traffic correctly. Furthermore, near the density corresponding to maximum capacity, it shows the strong fluctuations in the capacity values [12,36], and these fluctuations as well as the average throughput decrease approximately linearly with density at higher densities. The density corresponding to maximum flow is somewhat low compared with reality, but this is corrected when using a model for more than one lane and with slower vehicle types (see below).

IV. COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES

A. Coding

Two obvious ways to implement the described dynamics are (i) site-oriented, and (ii) vehicle-oriented (see [16] for a more detailed description of all aspects of this section). Site-oriented represents a street by an array $(v_i)$ of integers with state values between -1 and $v_{\text{max}}$. A value of $v_i = -1$ means that there is no car on site $i$, whereas a value $v_i$ between 0 and $v_{\text{max}}$ denotes a car with speed $v_i$ at site $i$. The state of each site can then be updated as a function of the states of its neighbors. The principal disadvantage of this technique is that one needs as much computer time for the empty sites as for the occupied ones; but the advantage
is that one can employ sophisticated computing techniques (e.g., single-bit coding) known from advanced cellular automata (CA) simulations [30], which yields very high efficiency especially on SIMD architectures. (An early but elaborated version of this approach is [28]. But it uses the technique in a way which is not vectorizable and can therefore not use the power of many supercomputers.)

In contrast, the vehicle-oriented approach represents a street as a list of pairs (position of vehicle, speed of vehicle). Obviously, the vehicle-oriented approach will outperform the grid-oriented one for very low vehicle densities, but for densities corresponding to capacity flow the results depend on the computer architecture and on the system size. In addition, this approach is difficult to handle efficiently as soon as vehicle passing is allowed. This is especially true on parallel computers, where for efficiency neighboring vehicles should reside on the same node.

In addition, we used a third "intermediate approach", whose data structure is in principle site-oriented, but where the update only treats the "interesting sites". Single-bit CA-techniques are no longer applicable, but at least for non-vectorizing computer architectures the loss in performance is never more than a factor of four. In addition, treatment of multi-lane traffic is easiest with this approach.

B. Computer architecture overview

For our comparisons, we used a SUN Sparc10 workstation, a net of these workstations coupled by Ethernet (or optical link) under PVM, a NEC-SX3/11, an Intel iPSC/860-Hypercube with 32 nodes and an Intel Paragon XP-10/S with 64 nodes, a Thinking Machines CM-5 with 32 nodes and a Parsytec GCel-3 with 1024 nodes.

The SX3 is a very advanced example of the traditional vector-computers, comparable to the CRAYs. Its power mostly stems from a combination of vectorization and pipelining, the former meaning that data which lies in some regular way in memory can be treated without loosing time for loading and storing, and the latter meaning that the output from one operation can directly be fed into some other unit which performs the next operation, and which works simultaneously with the first unit. For practical purposes, these machines may be seen as SIMD (single instruction multiple data) machines.

Microprocessors such as those found in workstations or in personal computers are increasingly more powerful and sophisticated during the recent years. Therefore, an obvious idea to obtain high performance is to collect many of these microprocessors into so-called parallel computers. All processors act largely independently (MIMD: Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data). A standard method of information exchange between these different processors is "message passing"; a processor can send out a message containing some data to another processor, but the message is only received when the receiving node explicitly issues a receive command. These message passing commands are added to standard Fortran or C. The Parsytec GCel-3 and the Intel iPSC/860 Hypercube are two examples of this type, the first one being a massively parallel machine containing 1024 relatively slow processors, and the second one modestly parallel with 32 workstation-like CPU's. The Paragon is (for the
purpose of the following investigation) similar to the iPSC.

These architectures behave in many respects like coupled workstations; and it is indeed possible to use coupled workstations as a parallel machine. Software packages like PVM ('parallel virtual machine')² offer message passing routines to be included into standard Fortran or C programs, and these messages are transmitted e.g. via the standard Ethernet. However, besides the slow speed of the standard networks compared to those of the dedicated parallel machines, they encounter a more serious principal problem: Networks like Ethernet or even FDDI (optical link) support only one message at a time on the whole network. Adding further machines to a network reduces therefore the amount of time each machine can use the network for communication. This is different for dedicated parallel architectures, where adding further processors usually does not change the bandwidth between two (neighboring) processors.

Another machine we used was a CM-5, which has not only a workstation processor on each node, but in addition 4 vector units. If one does not use the vector units, the machine behaves essentially similar to the iPSC/860; but using the vector nodes represents a combination of the traditional vector machines and the new parallel machines. Using the vector nodes involved at that time the use of a data parallel programming language (High Performance Fortran or C*).

C. Computational speed

Table I gives computational results for the implementations we tested; further details of the implementations, how they relate to the different machines, and more detailed performance data are given in [16].

When comparing performance data, it is necessary to give the size of the simulated system. This becomes imperative for parallel computers, since too small systems perform poorly because of the communication overhead. All values of Table I have been obtained by simulations of systems of size $L = 10,000$ km (6,250 miles, 1,333,333 sites) with an average traffic density of 13.4 vehicles/km (8.4 vehicles/mile, 134,000 vehicles in the whole system). This is a system size which seems relevant for applications. Moreover, it is a system size small enough to still fit into memory of our single node machines, but which is at the same time large enough to run relatively efficient on our parallel machines. Quantitatively, this means that both the GCel and the CM-5 were operating at 40% efficiency. A larger system size would be even more efficient.

References in the literature sometimes give a “real time limit” as measure of their model’s performance, which then is the extrapolated system size (or number of vehicles) where simulation is as fast as reality. As explained above, we found these values practically useless in

²Persons having access to electronic mail can obtain information on PVM by sending email to netlib@ornl.gov with the line send index from pvm in the subject field.
the area of parallel computing, except when given in conjunction with the system size which has actually been simulated.

In consequence and in order to avoid confusion, our primary table entries are the CPU times we needed on the different machines in order to simulate the system as defined above. For convenience, we also calculated the real time limits in \( km \) and in \( \text{vehicle sec/sec} \) from these values. But it should be kept in mind that, if one really simulates system sizes near 1 million \( km \) on the parallel machines, one will find much better real time limits for these system sizes (e.g. 2 million \( km \) instead of 900,000 \( km \) on the GCell).

Noteworthy features of the table are: (i) The bit-coded CA-algorithm is far superior over the "intermediate" one on the vectorizing machines (NEC SX-3/11 and CM-5), slightly faster on the workstation-based architectures, and slightly slower on the massively parallel Parsytec GCell-3. (ii) Both algorithms can take good advantage of the parallelism. (iii) The multi-lane-version (which is developed from the "intermediate" algorithm; see below) is, on the workstation, only a factor of about two slower than the corresponding single-lane version.

We are therefore confident to reach, for a realistic network setup, real time limits of 1,700,000 single lane kilometers (23,000,000 \( \text{veh sec/sec} \)) on 512 nodes of a CM-5, even without using the vector nodes.

V. CONNECTIONS TO FLUID DYNAMICS

The CA model for traffic flow seems fairly crude at the first glance. Yet, the surprisingly good correspondence to traffic measurements (Section III) should have made it clear that, for some reasons, it captures many of the essentials of traffic flow dynamics. This point can be reinforced by rigorous arguments, where one can show correspondences to traditional traffic flow theory.

More technically, sub-cases of the CA correspond to the Lighthill-Whitham theory [17,20,18,21]. This correspondence refers to the so-called hydrodynamical limit, where one smooths out and averages over the "particle-like" vehicles in a traffic flow.

For the complete CA as defined in Sec. II, no fluid-dynamical limit is known as of now. Yet, the way in which this CA goes beyond the sub-cases are exactly the way in which Payne and others [24,12,10,11,8] go beyond the Lighthill-Whitham theory in fluid-dynamics — that is, by introducing the effect of inertia. This means that vehicles no longer adapt instantaneously to the surrounding traffic, but have some delay in doing so, caused by, e.g., reaction times, mass of the car, etc. Surprisingly or maybe not so, both in the CA and the fluid-dynamical description of traffic flow, the dynamics turns out to change in comparable ways after the inclusion of the effect of inertia: Now, the spontaneous initiation of jams is possible; and one has "stable" and "instable" laminar regimes, where in the stable regime, all initial disturbances eventually dissolve, whereas in the instable regime, initial disturbances can survive forever. In between is a phase transition, see [19,17,20,18,10,11].

Yet, there is a significant difference between the CA and the fluid-dynamical description: The CA directly includes noise in the behavior modeling of individual elements, simply
meaning that the same initial condition can develop into different outcomes. Most notably, in the unstable regime, an initial disturbance can dissolve, whereas in the fluid-dynamical model, it will always develop into a fully-grown jam. In a more technical sense, averaging over all realizations of the CA starting from the same initial condition will lead to the fluid-dynamical picture.

Thus, one can safely argue that the CA reproduces all dynamical phenomena which are reproduced by the best recent fluid-dynamical models for traffic flow. Yet, the fluid-dynamical models give only an average behavior, whereas the CA gives individual realizations of this behavior, which lead only after averaging to the fluid-dynamical behavior. This allows the representation of individuals using no more information than is required for the representation of aggregate populations (the rules for all “particles” are the same). Iterated local interactions with random noise terms have the power to evolve detailed properties of the individuals’ time series.

In addition, the CA includes microscopic elements in a straightforward way, which will be important for, e.g., multi-lane traffic with different vehicle types, or when using trip plans.

VI. CONNECTIONS TO MICROSCOPIC DRIVING

Also the details of the relationship of the local lattice site transition rules to some kind of driver control model can be made clearer [3].

Initially, site transition algorithms such as the N-S rules were considered "low fidelity driving models". Issues and problems in applications [4] and research [25,2] have led to a reconsideration of this view. We now view the N-S rules as generator functions that, in interaction with the lattice, the state update algorithm, and in local interaction among themselves, give rise to an intermediate emergent phenomenon that is justifiably called a local vehicle control system (see Fig. 3). That is, the "driver" emerges between the levels of the generators and the global traffic phenomenology. The driver logic in this sense is a much higher fidelity representation than was previously suspected. This kind of an emergent dynamical hierarchy in simulation is of considerable theoretical and practical interest in its own right and apart from any issue in traffic science [1,25].

The identification of the controller is, however, a non-unique determination. By parsimony arguments and with some semantic understanding of what constitutes a driver, we believe that the noise term in N-S rules are probably best understood as serving to elaborate the controller in the diagram in Fig. 3, rather than, for example, elaborating a model of the sensory and state estimation errors of the driver. Clearly, we could code such logic explicitly in an encapsulated software actor-object in the object architecture implied by Fig. 3. Such an object could be considered a driving controller object and, as such, a simulation employing these objects would produce the same global traffic behavior with transparently verifiable driver assumptions. This accessibility would be offset by a decrease in computational efficiency and, depending on the detail of the derived driving logic model, an intractable data collection problem for the validation process of the human-like controller.
VII. MULTI-LANE TRAFFIC

As argued above, the CA corresponds to advanced fluid-dynamical models of traffic flow. Since these fluid-dynamical models are also used for multi-lane traffic, one can safely argue that already a collection of parallel one-lane CA models would be as good as the fluid-dynamical models.

But the CA models can actually do better. One can simply include heuristic lane changing rules and thus obtain a coupling between the different lanes [15,26,27]. One can even, with a little more understanding of the system, chose these lane-changing rules in a way that several macroscopic quantities such as lane usage or lane change rates as functions of the density are reproduced realistically [34,35,22]. By doing this, these models are, at least on the macroscopic level, as good or better than most existing more complicated models [29,14]. One has to keep in mind that this is not due to a more advanced modeling technique, but simply because CA models are easier to handle than more complex models, primarily for two reasons: (i) The space of possible parameter settings is much smaller due to their discrete nature. (ii) Since they run fast on computers, trying out different parameter settings and obtaining statistically valid output is much faster.

Thus, we have two more arguments why CA models for traffic are useful:

- With respect to fluid-dynamical models for traffic flow, a CA multi-lane model is better because it explicitly represents multi-lane traffic. This is for example important when certain types of vehicles (trucks) are slower than others and thus platoons of these types move differently in the traffic system.

- With respect to higher fidelity microscopic models, CA multi-lane models are, as of now, at least comparably good as other microscopic methods simply because the research with respect to reproducing macroscopic quantities is more advanced.

VIII. NETWORK IMPLEMENTATIONS

The CA approach to traffic has been used for several road network implementations so far. Rickert has implemented fairly realistic simulations both of the freeway network of the German land Northrhine-Westfalia (NRW) and of whole (western) Germany, using realistic modules for ramps and intersections [26], thus showing the general feasibility and the computational speed advantage of this approach. Nagel has implemented a simplified version of the same NRW road network, but this time using trip plans, that is, each car follows its own route [17]. This simulation used heuristic decision rules, where individual drivers made their route choice based on previous experiences. Both the TRANSIMS project and the “Verkehrverbund NRW” are currently working on more realistic and more operational implementations of this.

Rickert made thorough investigations of the computational speed which can be reached on parallel machines with these implementations. He could, for example, run a version with
two directional lanes\(^3\) of the freeway network of western Germany (12 000 km \(\times\) 2 directions \(\times\) 2 lanes = 48 000 km; 660 000 vehicles simultaneously in the system) in 10 times faster than real time on an Intel Paragon XP-10/S with 64 computational nodes. Extrapolated this means real time limits of 480 000 km and 6 600 000 veh sec / sec.

Some comparable simulation projects—that is, projects which simulate large scale traffic systems *microscopically*, i.e. resolved to individual vehicles—are the traditional TRAF/NETSIM [31,13], PARAMICS [23], TRANSIMS (see below), plus a thesis by Schütt [28]. The fastest implementation of TRAF/NETSIM reaches a real time limit of 1000 km on a Cray XMP; PARAMICS reaches 250 000 veh sec / sec on a 16k Connection Machine 200 with 512 Floating point units and 360 000 veh sec / sec on 32 nodes of a Cray T3D; Schütt reaches 222 km on a 86286 PC with 10 MHz. In summary, we can say that our own implementations are at least a factor of 10 faster than any other implementation so far that we are aware of.

Nagel's work was more directed towards showing the general feasibility of a *trip-plan based* approach, where drivers use individual decision rules based on past "simulated" experience. Roughly, for a plot like Fig. 4, the following was done in the simulation:

- At the beginning of each "period" (\(\approx\) rush "hour"), there were 20 ordered queues of vehicles with drivers waiting to enter into the network. Each queue consisted of 2000 vehicles.

- Each simulated driver had an individual destination, and the set of the 10 shortest paths to that destination to select from.

- Each driver randomly selected a yet untried path; or in case all paths had been tried, he/she selected the path which had performed best in the past (with a small random chance to try something else again).

- The simulation is executed, with each driver following his/her path. If too many vehicles attempt to use the same road section, this creates congestion such as in Fig. 4.

This scheme was executed for several consecutive periods, until the congestion pattern "relaxed" to a pattern which did not change much from one period to the next. This was usually reached after simulating 15 periods; note that 10 periods were necessary until each driver had tried each of his/her options.

This work also showed the robustness of the results against changing of the trip-plan distributions, which gives raise to the hope that traffic patterns such as jams to a large extent are robust against the microscopic details supposedly causing them. Or more intuitively: If a certain route is simply advantageous for a lot of connections, it will always be congested.

Nagel's work also allows some evaluation of the computational speed. He used a single-lane version of the whole freeway network of NRW, i.e. 2 000 km \(\times\) 2 directions = 4 000 km, and

\(^3\)Better data was not available to us at that time.
ran that, filled with 40,000 vehicles, on a network of two SUN Sparc 10 workstations which were coupled via optical link using PVM. The whole simulation ran approximately 5 times faster than real time. Simulation of the 15 periods until relaxation took somewhat less than 24 hours on this system. Thus, though laborious, it is possible to run this kind of microscopic experiments on fairly modest computational equipment — which, as we think, opens new ways for computational experiments such as done by Emmerink and coworkers [5].

IX. TRANSIMS

A. TRANSIMS overview

The TRansportation ANalysis and SIMulation System (TRANSIMS) is part of the multi-track Travel Model Improvement Program sponsored by the U.S. Department of Transportation and the Environmental Protection Agency. Los Alamos National Laboratory is leading its development. TRANSIMS will address issues resulting from the Intermodal Surface Transportation and Efficiency Act of 1991, such as considerations of land use policies, intermodal connectivity, and enhanced transit service. It will support analysis of potential responses to the stringent air-quality requirements of the Clear Air Act Amendments of 1990.

The TRANSIMS project objective is to develop a set of mutually supporting realistic simulations, models, and data bases that employ advanced computational and analytical techniques to create an integrated regional transportation systems analysis environment. By applying forefront technologies and methods, it will simulate the dynamic details that contribute to the complexity inherent in today’s and tomorrow’s transportation issues. The integrated results from the detailed simulations will support transportation planners, engineers, and others who must address environmental pollution, energy consumption, traffic congestion, land use planning, traffic safety, intelligent vehicle efficacies, and the transportation infrastructure effect on the quality of life, productivity, and economy.

Fig. 5 illustrates the TRANSIMS architecture [32]. The TRANSIMS methods deal with individual behavioral units and proceed through several steps to estimate travel.

TRANSIMS predicts trips for individual households, residents, freight loads, and vehicles rather than for zonal aggregations of households. The Household and Commercial Activity Disaggregation Module creates regional synthetic populations from census and other data (Synthetic Populations submodule). Using activity-based methods and other techniques, it then produces a travel representation of each household and traveler (Activity Demand and Travel Behavior submodule).

The Intermodal Route Planner involves using a demographically defined travel cost decision model particular to each traveler. Vehicle and mode availability are represented and mode choice decisions are made during route plan generation. The method estimates desired trips not made, induced travel, and peak load spreading. This allows evaluation of different transportation control measures and travel demand measures on trip planning behaviors.
The Travel Microsimulation executes the generated trips on the transportation network to predict the performance of individual vehicles and the transportation system. It attempts to execute every individual's travel itinerary in the region. For example, every passenger vehicle has a driver whose driving logic attempts to execute the plan, accelerates or decelerates the car, or passes as appropriate in traffic on the roadway network.

The Travel Microsimulation produces traffic information for the Environmental Models and Simulations to estimate motor vehicle fuel use, emissions, dispersion, transport, air chemistry, meteorology, visibility, and resultant air quality. The emissions model accounts for both moving and stationary vehicles. The regional meteorological model for atmospheric circulation is supplemented by a model for local effects. The dispersion model is used for directly emitted contaminants and handles both local and urban scale problems. The air chemistry model includes dispersion, but is designed to deal with secondary pollutant production on larger scales.

The TRANSIMS team will develop an interim operational capability (IOC) for each major TRANSIMS module during the five-year program. The Travel Microsimulation will be the first IOC. To the extent possible the first Travel Microsimulation IOC will rely on data currently existing at Municipal Planning Organizations (MPOs). Techniques to incorporate these data readily into the TRANSIMS methodology will be developed.

**B. TRANSIMS architecture**

Before the TRANSIMS team began development specific to the Traffic Microsimulation IOC, it established the overall TRANSIMS software framework and architecture. This comprehensive planning and design effort should result in a flexible, robust structure for research and development of future TRANSIMS capabilities. The methods for the later IOCs should be implemented more quickly within this architecture without significant design changes. To provide computational speed and an operational capability available to end users in the near term, the TRANSIMS team is developing the first IOC to be distributed for parallel computation on a network of SUN workstations.

The resulting framework, shown in Fig. 6, is a layered architecture with the following layers [32]:

- **Application:** The Analyst Toolbox, which provides a centralized interface between the user and TRANSIMS.

- **System:** Interim Household and Commercial Activity Disaggregation, Interim Intermodal Route Planner, High Speed Cellular Automata Microsimulation, other microsimulations, Input Editor, and Output Visualizer centralize access to the major functional components of TRANSIMS. Additional systems will be added for future IOCs.

- **High-Level Subsystem:** Ten subsystems have been identified that provide services to one or more of the TRANSIMS systems. The subsystems enhance the re-usability
and flexibility of the software.

- **Low-Level Subsystem**: Six representational subsystems provide basic services (data and operations on data) to the high-level subsystems. They provide a common representation of objects such as vehicles, travelers, the transportation network, etc.

- **Utility Subsystem**: The utility subsystems provide basic domain-independent services to the higher level components of TRANSIMS. They isolate the domain subsystems from dependence on operating systems, file systems, etc.

C. TRANSIMS microsimulation

The TRANSIMS Travel Microsimulation module mimics the movement and interactions of travelers throughout a metropolitan region's transportation system. For this discussion, traveler refers both to human travelers as well as freight loads, etc. The Intermodal Route Planner provides a trip plan to each traveler that he then attempts to execute on the transportation network. In the process he interacts with other travelers and the transportation system. The combined traveler interactions produce emergent behaviors such as traffic congestion.

The TRANSIMS Travel Microsimulation models many transportation modes including automobiles, trucks, buses, light rail, commuter rail, bicycles, and pedestrians. Thus, the microsimulation includes roadway, transit, rail, bikeway, and pedestrian networks. The roadway network includes freeways, highways, streets, ramps, turn lanes, grades, and intersections (signalized or unsignalized). In executing their trip plans, vehicle drivers accelerate, decelerate, turn, change lanes, pass, and respond to other vehicles and signs and signals. Drivers exhibit behavior between aggressive and passive. Vehicles have weight and acceleration and deceleration characteristics. Analysis requirements determine the necessary microsimulation detail.

Increasing the microsimulation's detail increases its behavioral representation of real transportation systems, but it also increases its computational burden. The representation quality is called the model's fidelity. One goal is to find the minimum computational detail necessary to produce the fidelity needed for specific analysis. This minimum computational detail is called critical complexity.

The TRANSIMS research team is studying two approaches to the microsimulation.

In the first approach, the links (roadway segments) of the network representation of the transportation system are a continuous domain. A vehicle can be positioned along any point on the segment. The vehicle driver evaluates the current situation and decides his next action that advances the vehicle to a new position. The vehicle and driver objects retain their characteristics as they move through the network.

The second approach is to use the cellular automata (CA) microsimulation. A CA microsimulation is lower fidelity, but provides a means to simulate large numbers of vehicles
and maintain a fast execution speed. Increasing the fidelity by decreasing the cell size, adding vehicle attributes, and expanding the rule set results in slower computational speed.

An early demonstration version of the TRANSIMS approach, designed for the town of Albuquerque, only used a demonstration version of the first approach. This demonstration project showed both that the methods designed for TRANSIMS do principally work and that the approach was computationally much too slow, even given expected hardware improvements. For that reason, the current TRANSIMS Microsimulation development concentrates on the CA algorithm in order to be able to compute (an "relax") large scale transportation problems at all. A high fidelity but computationally much slower microsimulation will probably be added at a later time. Yet it needs to be repeated that the CA is not as low fidelity as it seems: We know quite a bit about the connection to its macroscopic, fluid-dynamical properties (cf. Sec. V); and we can derive the microscopic CA driving model as an adaptively compensated derivative feedback control system (cf. Sec. VI).

And another point needs to be stressed here. TRANSIMS is not a CA-based, parallel high performance computing project per se, but it is driven to using these methods to solve the computational problems which arise with its approach.

X. SUMMARY

We have presented a class of very granular microscopic traffic simulation models based on very simple rules describing driving behavior. Nevertheless, this model proves to yield astonishingly realistic behavior. This observation can be backed up by theory: Relations to fluid-dynamical models show that the macroscopic quantities of the model are similar to those of fluid-dynamical models for traffic; and by deriving the CA driving logic as an adaptively compensated derivative feedback control system, we can establish the connection of the CA model to higher fidelity microscopic approaches. Extensions to multi-lane traffic are straightforward and seem to work well. We have implemented two different codings of the model on six different computer architectures, showing that, due to its simplicity, the model runs efficient on all of these machines. We have achieved real time limits of more than 4 million kilometers (or more than 53 million vehicle sec/sec). We further described two implementations of the freeway network of the German land Northrhine-Westfalia: One fairly realistic, especially with respect to junctions etc., which established the usefulness of the method for road network simulations; another one less realistic but including individual route plans and decision dynamics, thus showing that it is very well possible to do such investigations on the microscopic level (i.e. on the level of the traveler). Finally, we discussed the TRANSIMS microsimulation design, where such a simple high-speed microsimulation will be used as a traffic representation in many or most analysis settings envisioned for that system.
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TABLES

TABLE I. Computing speed of different algorithms on different computer architectures. "s(ingle) bit", "particle", "intermed(iate)", and "netw(ork)" mean the corresponding algorithms described in the text. For each machine and algorithm, the first table entry gives the time each computer needed to simulate a system of size 10,000 km. From this number, we derive the other three entries. The second entry is the computational speed in Mega Updates Per Second, and the third and fourth are real time limits in km and in vehicle sec / sec. For further details see text. The entries for network traffic are due to M. Rickert (personal communication).
FIGURES

FIG. 1. Evolution of the model from random initial conditions. Each black pixel represents a vehicle. Space direction is horizontal, time is pointing downwards, vehicles move to the right. The simulation was of a system of size $L = 10000$ with density $\rho \approx \rho(q_{\text{max}}) \approx 0.08$; the figure shows the first 1000 iterations in a window of $l = 1000$.

FIG. 2. Top: Fundamental diagram of the model (throughput versus density). Triangles: Averages over short times (200 iterations) in a sufficiently large system ($L = 10,000$). Solid line: Long time averages ($10^8$ iterations) in a large system ($L = 10,000$). Dashed line: Long time averages ($10^8$ iterations) for a small system $L = 100$. Bottom: Fluctuations of local velocity (see text) vs. density.

FIG. 3. Adaptively compensated, derivative feedback control architecture for the N-S rules.

FIG. 4. Simulated traffic jams in a single-lane implementation of the freeway network of the German land Northrhine-Westfalia (NRW). Situation at “day 16” after 6000 iterations (100 minutes).

FIG. 5. TRANSIMS architecture

FIG. 6. TRANSIMS software framework
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comp</th>
<th>s.bit (F77)</th>
<th>particle (F77)</th>
<th>intermed. (C)</th>
<th>netw. (C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sparc 10</td>
<td>0.33 sec</td>
<td>0.71 sec</td>
<td>4.0 MUPS</td>
<td>3.4 MUPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 000 km</td>
<td>14 000 km</td>
<td>1.2 MUPS</td>
<td>1.9 MUPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4 e 6 veh</td>
<td>0.19 e 6 veh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVM</td>
<td>0.07 sec</td>
<td>0.15 sec</td>
<td>19.0 MUPS</td>
<td>8.9 MUPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5 x Sp 10)</td>
<td>140 000 km</td>
<td>65 000 km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.9 e 6 veh</td>
<td>0.87 e 6 veh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SX-3/11(1)</td>
<td>0.0025 sec</td>
<td>0.48 sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 CPN</td>
<td>533 MUPS</td>
<td>2.8 MUPS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40 000 000 km</td>
<td>21 000 km</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.3 e 6 veh</td>
<td>0.28 e 6 veh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCel-3</td>
<td>0.013 sec</td>
<td>0.011 sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 CPNs</td>
<td>102 MUPS</td>
<td>121 MUPS</td>
<td>750 000 km</td>
<td>155 000 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0 e 6 veh</td>
<td>12 e 6 veh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPSC</td>
<td>0.016 sec</td>
<td>0.038 sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 CPNs</td>
<td>83 MUPS</td>
<td>35 MUPS</td>
<td>630 000 km</td>
<td>260 000 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8 e 6 veh</td>
<td>3.5 e 6 veh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.6 e 6 veh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 CPNs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>480 000 km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CM-5(1)

| 32 CPNs      | 0.0077 sec(2) | 0.045 sec(3) |
|              | 173 MUPS      | 30 MUPS      |
|              | 1 300 300 km  | 220 000 km   |
|              | 17 e 6 veh    | 2.9 e 6 veh  |

CM-5(1)

1024 CPNs

[> 1.7 e 6 km]

(1) CPN(s) has/have vector units (SIMD instruction set)
(2) using data parallel Fortran (CMF)
(3) using message passing (CMMD)
Reference $r_i \leftarrow v_m$. $v_m$ is the desired speed.

Error $e_i \leftarrow r_i - u_i$. $u_i$ is the current speed.

Compensation $w_i \leftarrow \min(e_i, h_i - u_i)$. $h_i$ is the gap.

Control $u_i \leftarrow \max(u_i + \min(w_i, 1) + \varepsilon, 0)$. $\varepsilon$ is noise.

Plant $y_i \leftarrow x_i - z_i + u_i$. 
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Travel Model Improvement Program

The Department of Transportation, in cooperation with the Environmental Protection Agency, has embarked on a research program to respond to the requirements of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 and the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991. This program addresses the linkage of transportation to air quality, energy, economic growth, land use and the overall quality of life. The program addresses both analytic tools and the integration of these tools into the planning process to better support decision makers. The program has the following objectives:

1. To increase the ability of existing travel forecasting procedures to respond to emerging issues including: environmental concerns, growth managements, and lifestyles along with traditional transportation issues,

2. To redesign the travel forecasting process to reflect changes in behavior, to respond to greater information needs placed on the forecasting process and to take advantage of changes in data collection technology, and

3. To integrate the forecasting techniques into the decision making process, providing better understanding of the effects of transportation improvements and allowing decisionmakers in state governments, local governments, transit agencies, metropolitan planning organizations and environmental agencies the capability of making improved transportation decisions.

This research was funded through the Travel Model Improvement Program.

Further information about the Travel Model Improvement Program may be obtained by writing to:

TMIP Information Request
Metropolitan Planning (HEP-20)
Federal Highway Administration
U.S. Department of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, SW
Washington, D.C. 20590